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Preamble

So Close Far Away is the name of a studio dedicated to research on spaces 
that reside into conceptual and physical distances that separate people 
from each other. Starting from us as designers, as makers and as inhabit-
ants of planet Earth, the studio explore our capacities to bring people closer 
together despite, or maybe thanks to, effective and imaginary distances. 
Thinking universally in post-universal world, the studio contributes to 
rethink both globalization and localization.  Distances, opportunities, 
remoteness and detours are studio’s keywords. 

Concretely, the studio aims to explore a conceptual gap between our 
objectives as designers and the reality of the practice. Indeed, it is time to 
consider a major paradox contemporary architectural practices are facing. 
On the one hand, discourses in architectural discipline are pushing for 
more and more dedicated interventions, carefully crafted to respond local 
challenges, singular contexts and unique social configurations. This dedica-
tion is necessary to reach high standards in terms of sustainability. On the 
other hand, in their daily labour, architects are facing growing tensions 
linked to emerging forces at play in the discipline.  Political agendas and 
economical requirements, competitions strategies, expanding corpus of 
norms and regulation, inflation of data and studies are forces that must be 
acknowledged as constitutive of the professional practice nowadays. These 
forces involve growing unpredictability and uncertainty in the conduction 
of the architectural design process and its possible outcomes. It can thus be 
stated that the uncertainty linked to the practice is barely considered in the 
rather idealistic view of the architect’s work as described in the discipline’s 
discourses. In a way, these forces induce a distance between the architects 
and the human beings that will experience the buildings. Architects and 
inhabitants are so close from each other, but far away.

To address this paradoxical situation, the studio considers the conceptual 
distance between design process and building afterlife as an enriching 
opportunity. A wish for a better intimate and collective life deserves to be 
accurately handled in the design process, whatever the ambivalence of the 
stakeholders, the possible distrust in the procedures and the unpredictabil-
ity of the results.
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map of geomagnetic field with declination specifications, Weidmann, 1838

On drifting.

Our planet is constantly crossed by streams: migra-
tory birds, storms, pollution clouds, cash flows, 
politics, viruses, friendships, magnetic fields, seeds, 
cultures and even families are moving around the 
world, at different paces, with different purposes 
and different implications. More and more, aware-
ness of the importance of these streams is growing, 
as well as the understanding that they are not the 
ones promised the ideal globalisation as considered 
in the last 40 years. They are not steadily leading us 
to an infinite horizon that will disconnect human 
activities and the planet. Conversely, these streams 
recall us that a pullback on a fantasy locality has 
no sense neither.  In the New Climatic Regime  we 
are experiencing, we realize that these streams are 
unavoidably affected by human activity. Through 
our politics, our industries and our very actions, we 
create them, we modify them, and we destroy them. 
They actually respond to our presence and our ac-
tions. The effects of climate change are forcing to 

remind us the importance of these streams in our 
unique and fragile planet.

It is urgent to consider the spatial consequences of 
these streams. Among these consequences, re-loca-
tion, re-bordering and re-hosting deserve to be care-
fully observed, as well as shifting borders, jagged 
edges and emerging thresholds. In the framework 
of the studio So Close Far Away, we consider that the 
major effect of these streams is to induce a condi-
tion of drifting. Nature, habits, territories, buildings 
and even intimate attachments are slightly drifting 
on the planet. The studio explores these schizo-
phrenic changes that put pressure on intimate and 
public structure and considers that phenomena that 
once damaged our planet could probably be turned 
into opportunities. It is time to acknowledge these 
drifting, to map them, to conceptualize them and to 
explore innovative aesthetics accordingly.

On drifting
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Portulan map of the Mediterranean sea, Oliva Joan,1593
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The Naked City, Guy Debord, 1957

Designing in drifting fields.

In his book Down to earth , Bruno Latour invites us to land somewhere in order to counter the contemporary 
lack of orientation due to climate change. It is certain that this landing will have to be negotiated. For architects, 
preparing this landing requires to test the ground, to profoundly reshuffle edges, envelopes and protections, 
and to seize the subtle attachments of the inhabitants across drifting territories. Hence the importance to tackle 
intimacy and collective spaces, and the negotiation in between. Latour urges us to orient ourselves, with a map 
of the positions imposed by the new landscape within which not only the affects of public life but also its stakes 
are being redefined.   The production of knowledge held in the studio So Close Far Away can be considered as an 
exploration of this map. The challenges are substantial, from the design of territories across physical borders up 
to the modification of our intimate territories of affects. The implications are visible in the ecological, political, 
social and cultural fields, constantly drifting.

The fruitful paradox underlined by the studio is to consider the drifting field as a critical condition for contextual 
design. Or to put a Bruno Latour: attaching oneself to a particular patch of soil on the one hand, having access to 
the global world on the other.  Tackling this paradox today implies to explore new paths, alternatives to both glo-
balization and the temptation of a pullback toward the local. This exploration requires to fully embrace human 
life, in its intimate and collective aspects.  Parallelly, the effects of the climate change, recent political events and 
global pandemics remind us that in a world where physical limits and freedom of movement take new meanings, 
the position of designing in drifting fields is crucial and must be framed. When it comes to architectural design 
process, this framing means to discuss the conceptual implications in terms of creativity and operationalization. 
The goals of the research is to carefully look at the whys and wherefores of these drifting, observing in detail at 
their implications and to learn from them in order to work on engaging aesthetics. 

The major question the studio is struggling to answer is: How to land on drifting fields?

Designing in drifting fields
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In Land Aus Land, Exhibition, SAM Basel, 2018

Studio methodology.

The dynamic of the studio is a dialectic between two standpoints: a pragmatic standpoint and a conceptual stand-
point. First, the pragmatic standpoint will be underpinned by the selection of a drifting field, the territories it 
involves and the urgencies at stake. The issue here is the  outline the challenges, intimate and collective, the drift 
is creating. With an important degree of latitude, the students will be invited to select a drift / a site inspired by 
his researches, on urban or non urban environments. Through personal researches, the forces at play in the drift 
/ site will be disentangled. Second, the conceptual standpoint. The studio is a collective and prospective journey, 
exploring the potentialities of the design process itself. It will examine how the fabrication of architectural arte-
fact can have an influence on future afterlife, how the tensions at play in the process can be turned positively. This 
journey is research based. This research can be theoretical, but it can also take other forms. The student will be 
invited to build and explain his/her own methodology, engaging with other trough the meticulous production of 
well-crafted and beloved documents.

The studio refers to a transdisciplinary conceptualframework. In order to conceptualize decisive aspects of the 
design process, seminal works as the writings of Mikhail Bakhtine and Nicolas Bourriaud on aesthetics, Marcel 
Duchamps on the art coefficient and Philipp K. Dick on the construction of collective realities will be considered 
as conceptual framework. The discussion on intimate and collective spaces will be backed by the writings of Ma-
nuel de Sola Morales and the contribution of the theory of the regimes of engagements as proposed by the school 
EHESS Paris and, more broadly, the current pragmatic sociology. The work of Bruno Latour on The New Climatic 
Regime and its political and cultural implications will be used as a backdrop for the studio. Besides, an emerging 
mapping method (see studio resources) will be used to develop innovative mapping strategies.

The objective of the studio is the enrichment of these pragmatic, conceptual and graphic frameworks through 
personal fieldwork and conceptual exploration in the fields of arts, writing, design, curation and architecture.

Studio Methodology
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Studio resources.

The studio resources are a bibliography, an emerging mapping method, an interview and a virtual / physical 
exhibition.

A bibliography:

 • Bakhtine, Mikhail. The excess of seeing, in Art and Answerability. Austin : University of Texas Press,   
 1990.

 • Bourriaud, Nicolas. Esthétique relationnelle, Collection: Documents sur l’art. Dijon: Edition les   
 presses du réel, 1998.

 • De Sola-Morales, Manuel. Public and Collective Space: The urbanisation of the Private Domain as a   
 New Challenge, in La Vanguardia, May 12th, Barcelona 1992, reprinted in A matter of Things,   
 Rotterdam: NAI Publishers, 2008.

 • Dick, Philip. How to build a universe that doesn’t fall apart two days later, in the shifting realities of   
 Philip K. Dick, selected literary and philosophical writings, Sutin L. (ed). New York:  Vintage    
 books, 1995.

 • Duchamp, Marcel. The creative act, Lecture at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, October 19,   
 1961. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhYdZBgA8Ic. Last consultation on 14/7/2021.
 • Eliasson O., 2014, lecture at the MIT Humanitarian Response Lab. 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgW6OUMRDa0.  Last consultation on 30/8/2020

 • Latour , Bruno. Down to Earth: Politics in the New Climatic Regime. Cambridge: Polity Press, 2018.

An emerging mapping method:

 • Frédérique Aït-Touati, Alexandra Arènes, Axelle Grégoire TERRA FORMA, MANUEL DE CARTOGRA  
 PHIES POTENTIELLES. Paris: Editions B42, 2019. (see also illustrations in this booklet)

 •SOC (Cartographic Objects Society) –  http://s-o-c.fr/

An interview from Bruno Latour:

 https://youtu.be/dPcsnyyh5qw  - Interview Bruno Latour from 0’30’’ to 2’45””

A virtual / physical exhibition:

 https://zkm.de/en/exhibition/2020/05/critical-zones

Studio Resources
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Tristan Da Cunha, the most remote place on Earth, in Renewing the Remote, Lateral Office, 2016
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Map of Dien Bien Puh, Georges Hadjimichalis, 2000
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Studio organization.

The first semester will be dedicated to :

 • Finding a drifting field / a site on planet Earth
 • Tables of reading and collective discussions. The reader of the studio (see bibliography) is an impor-
tant element for the elabo  ration of the proposal.
 • Personal research and fieldworks 

At the start of the second semester, the students present:

 • A drifting field / a site
 • A design-by-research modus operandi
 • Two visuals

The second semester will be dedicated to 
 • Personal design development and conceptual research
 • Intermediate presentation to studio guests
 • Peer reviews
 • Presentation of the research findings
 • Elaboration of the booklet
 • Elaboration of the digital presentation

The outcome will be a physical booklet and a digital presentation

Studio staff and partners.

Johan Nielsen is an architect working in Brussels. He is a PhD candidate with his research project entitled “Far 
Away, so close, a research on the remote architectural practice and local intelligences”. He is also involved in 
private practice as director of Manger Nielsen Architects (MNA), currently developing several mid-scale public 
projects in Brussels.

The studio is held in the framework of the research group Urban Projects, Collective Spaces and Local Identities- 
http://www.collectivespaces-kuleuven.be

The studio is held in collaboration with the Consortium Où Atterrir - https://ouatterrir.fr

The studio is being held in collaboration with the architecture office Manger Nielsen Architects. The expertise of 
the office will support the student’s personal approach. For more information about the office, please visit www.
mangernielsenarchitects.eu

Organization, Staff and Partners
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Heyvaert Neighborhood, Brussels, 2020

Heyvaert Neighborhood, Brussels: Local Neighbourhood, Global Horizon
By arch. Lisa Eisen, Studio Far Away So Close, 2020/21

The Heyvaert neighbourhood is located at the Brussels Canal in the municipalities of Anderlecht and Molenbeek. 
Its long history as an industrial working class neighbourhood is still visible in the streets with old industrial 
brick buildings and large properties standing the test of time. Today, the local economy is dominated by the 
second-hand car trade and its adjacent businesses. After the closure of the slaughterhouses in the 60s it was the 
Lebanese immigrants living in the area establishing the new direction. With their international connections 
they established a global network shipping second hand cars and other goods worldwide, but mostly to western 
African countries. Cars from Belgium and other European countries are collected in the Heyvaertbuurt and stored 
in the former industrial buildings. By truck they get transported to the port of Antwerp and shipped towards their 
final destination. The large network of partners in the destination countries assures the arrival of the cars at their 
destination. 

Since the 2000s there have been attempts of controlling the car trade by the government with doubled taxes, as 
well as environmental and labour compliances. The new regulations led to less pollution and safer working con-
ditions but didn’t limit the flourishing businesses.

More recently another project aimed to change the neighbourhood fundamentally by relocating the second-
hand car trade to ‘Brussels Voorhaven’. After several years of feasibility studies and planning, the Port of Brussels 
proposed the construction of a new transshipment platform in the Brussels Outer Harbour. The redevelopment 
of the 2,5-ha site is part of various strategic plans. The new Roll-on Roll-off platform is built for the loading and 
unloading of cars on barges. 
But why this lack of interest in the tender, that was supported by every important institution of the government?
Because of its long history as an industrial working-class neighbourhood the Heyvaert district has been side-
lined by the government for decades resulting in dense and bad living conditions. Moreover, it was defined by its 
nuisances: “too dirty, too much noise, too many trucks, too many second-hand car shops, too many people in the 
street”.
In the meanwhile, reinforced by the neglect of the authorities the neighbourhood established its own microcosm 
protecting their precarious living conditions. A safety-net built on the coexistence of economic activities, com-
merce, and affordable housing. The safety net did its job in successfully protecting the social fabric of the neigh-
bourhood. And it is more needed than before with the many uncertainties, that the neighbourhood faces: the 
contradicting plans of public authorities as well as the declining car trade economy. Keeping the economy where 
it is close to the family and most importantly within the borders of the safety-net is the obvious answer to the 
uncertainty the traders face in the neighbourhood.16 Besides, years of disregard by the authorities doesn’t create 
trust in the plans of the city and their ability to protect the residents from being pushed out of the city centre.

Example of Drifting Field #1
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Diagrams by Lisa Eisen

Example of Drifting Field #1
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Example of Drifting Field #1

Intervention Proposal, Lisa Eisen, Studio So Close Far Away 2020/21
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Example of Drifting Field #2

SKJERN RIVER
by Johansen skovsted Arkitekter

Transformation of three pump stations
Location: Skjern River, West Jutland, Denmark
Year of construction: 2015

As a result of the restoration of the Skjern River basin in 2002, a vast and rich natural area has arisen, becoming 
an attractive visitor destination. A framework for the new life of the area has been provided with the rebuilding 
and extension of three pump stations, in the form of exhibition spaces, indoor and outdoor viewpoints to look out 
over the landscape, rooms for the organisation of events, and better accessibility.

The extensions and the new interior building elements are mainly simple wooden constructions and reiterate the 
dimensions and rhythm of the original pump stations’ concrete relief. This creates a direct link between the old 
structure and the new, while adding a new material and another texture that is pleasing to the touch. With this de-
tail, the cladding and the main structure become one, reducing the complexity of the building, which is reflected 
in the budget as well as the final expression.

Myhrwold and Rasmussen engineered the original pump stations from 1966 to be unsentimental and raw in their 
materiality, and the vertical relief of the concrete façades reminds us of the surrounding ploughed furrows of the 
fields, and profiles of the soil that control the run of the river. By building on this motif the anchoring of the build-
ings into the surroundings and the history of the site is strengthened.
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Example of Drifting Field #2
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Example of Drifting Field #2

Skjer River, Johansen Skovsted Arkitekter
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Example of Drifting Field #3

Bruneseau
by Studio Muoto

Residence for researchers – Paris
 
The B1B4 tower is a residence for researchers located at the edge of Paris in the new Massena Bruneseau neigh-
borhood. This area is characterised by a duality between aerial towers and the presence of heavy underground 
infrastructures of transport. The project responds to this duality by distinguishing two opposite parts. The tower’s 
heavy concrete podium deals with the public sphere of the street, the ground and the underground. Its hosts “the 
house of researchers”, a program of collective activities meant to encourage physical encounter. The upper part 
addresses the sky and the nearby towers. It is characterised by a wooden structure covered by a glass façade. It 
hosts the researchers’ housings. This duality responds to the typical life of researchers alternating between mo-
ments of intense loneliness dedicated to research work, and moments of encounter where they meet, relax and 
exchange their ideas.
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Example of Drifting Field #3

Bruneseau Model, Studio Muoto
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Example of Drifting Field #4

Wild Relatives
by Jumana Manna

64min, HD video, 2018

Deep in the earth beneath the Arctic permafrost, seeds from all over the world are stored in the Svalbard Global 
Seed Vault to provide a backup should disaster strike. Wild Relatives starts from an event that has sparked media 
interest worldwide: in 2012 an international agricultural research center was forced to relocate from Aleppo to 
Lebanon due to the Syrian Revolution turned war, and began a laborious process of planting their seed collection 
from the Svalbard back-ups. Following the path of this transaction of seeds between the Arctic and Lebanon, a 
series of encounters unfold a matrix of human and non-human lives between these two distant spots of the earth. 
It captures the articulation between this large-scale international initiative and its local implementation in the 
Bekaa Valley of Lebanon, carried out primarily by young migrant women. The meditative pace patiently teases 
out tensions between state and individual, industrial and organic approaches to seed saving, climate change and 
biodiversity, witnessed through the journey of these seeds.

https://www.jumanamanna.com/Wild-Relatives
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Example of Drifting Field #4

Standstills from Wild Relatives, 2018
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